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Next Level Token

A digital and social media revolution for anyone 
in the field of crypto currency



Abstract 

The Next Level (NXL) token is revolutionizing the world of cryptocurrency and opening up 

a new dimension in the world of digital financial transactions. We can count very well 

established web video producers and content creators who know the digital world like the 

back of their hand as patrons of our Next Level Token. 

No matter if you are a private person or a company - liquidity and security are the most 

important goods of digital payments and with every digital innovation, more questions 

and uncertainties arise and this is exactly where we step in with the Next Level Token.  

We are closing these gaps of uncertainty by providing a secure currency and therefore 

liquidity for everyone and every business, because the NXL Token stands for a next level in 

the digital world & for security in payments.  

With our currency, we offer a solution to the biggest problem within the influencer 

marketing industry: liquidity and payment security. As simple as it sounds, the pitfalls 

behind it have been immense - until now.  

The NXL Token offers THE solution for unpaid invoices, vaguely defined contracts and 

sheds light into the darkness of digital clutter. We help companies to immediately prove 

their liquidity with our token - and at the same time, to pay artists for their work - easy, fast 

and secure.  

No more extended delays, no more complicated payment processes - and no more 

bounced invoices. 
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DISCLAIMER  
THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES AN INITIAL SUMMARY OF THE NEXT LEVEL TOKEN PROJECT. AS THE PROJECT PROCEEDS, THIS DOCUMENT IS 
EXPECTED TO EVOLVE OVER TIME. THE NXL TEAM MAY POST MODIFICATIONS, REVISIONS AND/OR UPDATED DRAFTS. THIS WHITEPAPER 
SETS FORTH A DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNED USE OF THE NXL TOKEN. THIS IS BEING PROVIDED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND 
IS NOT A BINDING LEGAL AGREEMENT. THE NXL TOKEN SALE WILL BE GOVERNED BY SEPARATE TERMS & CONDITIONS. IN THE EVENT OF A 
CONFLICT BETWEEN THE TERMS & CONDITIONS AND THIS WHITEPAPER, THE TERMS & CONDITIONS GOVERN. THIS WHITEPAPER IS NOT AN 
OFFERING DOCUMENT OR PROSPECTUS, AND IS NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE BASIS OF ANY INVESTMENT DECISION OR CONTRACT.  

LEGAL DISCLAIMER  
As of the date of publication of this whitepaper, Next Level Tokens have no known uses, and are not permitted to be sold or otherwise 
traded on thirdparty exchanges. This whitepaper does not constitute advice nor a recommendation by the NXL team, agents, advisors or 
consultants, or any other person to any recipient of this document on the merits of the participation in the Token Sale. Participation in the 
Token Sale carries substantial risk and may involve special risks that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of such an 
investment. Do not participate in the Token Sale unless you are prepared to lose the entire amount you allocated to purchasing Next Level 
Tokens. Next Level Tokens should not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes with the expectation of making a profit or 
immediate re-sale. No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to Next Level Tokens, including no 
promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that Next Level Tokens will hold any particular value. 
Unless prospective participants fully understand and accept the nature of Next Level Tokens and the potential risks inherent in Next Level 
Tokens, they should not participate in the Token Sale. Next Level Tokens are not being structured or sold as securities. Next Level Tokens are 
sold as a functional good and all proceeds received by Next Level may be spent freely by NXL, absent any conditions set out in this 
whitepaper. This whitepaper is not a prospectus or disclosure document and is not an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of any offer to buy 
any investment or financial instrument in any jurisdiction and should not be treated or relied upon as one. Written authorization is 
required for distribution of any or all parts contained herein. All information here that is forward looking is speculative in nature and may 
change in response to numerous outside forces, including technological innovations, regulatory factors, and/or currency fluctuations, 
including but not limited to the market value of cryptocurrencies. This whitepaper is for information purposes only and is subject to 
change. NXL cannot guarantee the accuracy of the statements made or conclusions reached in this document. NXL does not make and 
expressly disclaims all representations and warranties (whether express or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever, including but not 
limited to: - any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, wage, title or 
noninfringement; - that the contents of this document are accurate and free from any errors; and - that such contents do not infringe any 
third party rights. NXL shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference to or reliance on the contents of this 
document, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. This whitepaper may include references to third party data and industry 
publications. NXL believes that this industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable; however, there are no 
assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Third party sources generally state the information contained therein has been 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, there are no assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of included 
information. Although the data is believed to be reliable, NXL has not independently verified any of the data from third party sources 
referred to in this whitepaper or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources. Please note that NXL is in the 
process of undertaking a legal and regulatory analysis of the functionality of this Next Level Token. Following the conclusion of this 
analysis, NXL may decide to amend the intended functionality of the Next Level Tokens in order to ensure compliance with any legal or 
regulatory requirements to which we are subject. In the event that NXL decides to amend the intended functionality of the Next Level 
Tokens, NXL will update the relevant contents of this whitepaper and upload the latest version of it to its website. Next Level Tokens could 
be impacted by regulatory action, including potential restrictions on the ownership, use, or possession of such tokens. Regulators or other 
circumstances may demand that the mechanics of the Next Level Tokens be altered, all or in part. NXL may revise mechanics to comply with 
regulatory requirements or other governmental or business obligations. Nevertheless, NXL believes they have taken all commercially 
reasonable steps to ensure that its planned mechanics are proper and in compliance with currently considered regulations.  

26 April, 2021  

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS  
This whitepaper contains forward-looking statements or information (collectively “forward-looking statements”) that relate to NXL’s current 
expectations and views of future events. In some cases, these forward-looking statements can be identified by words or phrases such as 
“may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “aim”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “seek”, “believe”, “potential”, “continue”, “is/are likely to” or the 
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negative of these terms, or other similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements. NXL has based these forward-
looking statements on its current expectations and projections about future events and financial trends that it believes may affect its 
financial condition, results of operations, business strategy, financial needs, the results of the Token Sale or the value or price stability of 
the Next Level Tokens. In addition to statements relating to the matters set out here, this whitepaper contains forward-looking statements 
related to NXL’s proposed operating model. The model speaks to its objectives only, and is not a forecast, projection or prediction of future 
results of operations. Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analysis made by NXL in light of its experience 
and perception of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments and other factors it believes are appropriate, and 
are subject to risks and uncertainties. Although the forward-looking statements contained in this whitepaper are based upon what NXL 
believes are reasonable assumptions, these risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and other factors could cause NXL’s actual results, 
performance, achievements, and experience to differ materially from its expectations expressed, implied, or perceived in forward-looking 
statements. Given such risks, prospective participants in the Token Sale should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking 
statements. NXL undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this 
whitepaper. NXL’s business is subject to various laws and regulations in the countries where it operates or intends to operate. There is a risk 
that certain activities of  NXL may be deemed in violation of any such law or regulation. Penalties for any such potential violation would be 
unknown. Additionally, changes in applicable laws or regulations or evolving interpretations of existing law could, in certain 
circumstances, result in increased compliance costs or capital expenditures, which could affect profitability, or impede NXL’s ability to carry 
on the business model and the Next Level Tokens model proposed in this whitepaper.  
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Introduction 

About us 
At home in the world of entertainment - whether it's social media, music or film - we are 

interconnected very well within the industry.  

Having money does not mean being solvent. We know that, almost everyone knows that - 

but hardly anyone wants to speak about it. This changed after we started talking about the 

NXL token and we realized that people see our NXL token as a problem solver within the 

industry. There are no reasons to be financially valued according to a scheme X. No 

reasons not to be given the trust that everyone deserves. People are so different and yet in 

the end we are all one. Our vision is to unite the world and create equality so that 

purchases can be made on an equal footing - as easy as possible.  

Our Vision 
NXL takes the entire entertainment industry to the next level, making every business and 

transaction more transparent and secure.  

From placement and promotional ad bookings with content creators,  limited tickets for 

artists' events, to purchases of digital assets such as entire songs, images, videos, and 

more. - Next Level guarantees secure transactions and enables everyone to participate in 

the digital world of entertainment.   

 

NXL Tokens are more than just a currency. We make people and businesses solvent. Those 

who own NXL Tokens have both liquidity and a value within the market economy which is 

as highly esteemed as the token itself is within the entertainment industry and beyond.  

We want to enable every person to benefit from the security and transparency of 

blockchain technology without despairing of its very complexity. We act as a key to the 

digital world of entertainment and take every business and transaction to the next level.  
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Through our connections and the unique solution we offers with the NXL Token, the NXL 

Token is a stable currency and the trading of it is not only an investment in oneself - but 

also in the future: A carefree future into which people are accompanied with protection. 

Market Overview 

Overview & Challenges 
Coming from the entertainment industry, we are familiar with the downsides of our 

industry - especially when it comes to financial matters. We know about the problems of 

liquidity of self-employed people, freelancers and companies, as well as the problems of 

general payment methods, because we have often experienced them ourselves in the 

past.  

 

For this reason, we have searched for problem-solving possibilities and are pleased to 

present the Next Level Token (NXL) as a solution to these problems.  

Whether you are an individual or a company, liquidity and security are the most important 

assets of digital payments and with every digital innovation, more questions and 

uncertainties arise and that's where we come into play with our Next Level Token. 

We are closing these gaps by providing a secure currency and liquidity for everyone and 

every business, as the NXL Token represents a next level of the digital world & payment 

security.  

The NXL Token is not just a currency - it is problem solver within the biggest industry the 

digital world has to offer. 
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Influencers, musicians, video producers - they all & many more, are confronted with these 

problems almost daily and with our currency, we offer a solution for the biggest issue in 

the entertainment and marketing industry so far: liquidity and payment security.  

As simple as it sounds, the pitfalls behind it have been immense - until now. 

The NXL Token offers THE solution for unpaid invoices, vaguely worded contracts and 

brings light into the darkness of digital clutter. We help companies, to prove their liquidity 

immediately with our token - and at the same time, to pay artists and clients for their work 

- fast, easy and secure.  

Why Choose Us?  

The Need for a new global crypto-currency 

Our goal is to provide the fundamentals for a new and global cryptocurrency. We want to 

create a simple, universal solution for consumers that is available for everyone and at the 

same time: reliable and secure. One of the most outstanding factors of the Next Level 

Token is that we are not limiting ourselves to a single platform in this regard. Our goal is to 

offer a crypo currency for as many platforms as possible, so that we can truly reach 

everyone in the end, and also make our currency accessible to every person. The NXL 

token is also different from other tokens because the industry already has a growing 

legacy of real use cases and is fixing real-world problems. Our recognition and strong 

presence in the entertainment industry, give the NXL Token a clear advantage over its 

competitors. Since there are no standard payment options within our industry, fast 

transaction speeds and the use of cryptocurrencies are the ideal alternative for everyone. 

It is often difficult to monitor the completion of small tasks such as payments: they can 

seem trivial when too large obstacles or distances separate the participants. 
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The use of blockchain also serves to validate the property and use of assets globally, 

directly eliminating the burdensome restrictions of the banking infrastructure and the 

delayed handling of international payments, by using our token.  

We believe the rest of the world will see the NXL Token as the optimal choice for everyday 

transactions. In short, the NXL token:  

● Will be based on a decentralized system to provide security and trust 

● Can be easily bought, sold, and received 

● Securely and efficiently validates the ownership and use of assets 

● Exists as a medium of exchange and token of utility on any platform that will be part of 
the upcoming network of platforms using the Next Level Token.
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